the biotinylated form of rhodamine dextran, it was possible to use horseradish peroxidase (HRP) histochemistry after tissue fixation to permanently recover the detailed morphology and mosaic organization of large numbers of cells for anatomical analysis. This method has made it possible to rapidly characterize a diverse new group of at least eight ganglion cell populations that project in the primary visual pathway to the LGN. Preliminary results in rat cerebral cortex also demonstrate its applicability to the study of neurons in other brain systems. Thus, photodynamic staining of cells retrogradely labeled with biotinylated rhodamine dextran provides a novel in vitro method that permits access to the complex relationship between dendritic morphology, connectivity, and physiological properties for some of the most difficult-to-study neuronal microcircuits.
Results

Retrograde Tracer-Labeling and In Vitro Photodynamic Filling
In the in vitro, intact retina, ganglion cells retrogradely labeled with biotinylated rhodamine-dextran can be easily visualized with epifluorescent illumination. The transported rhodamine initially appears as small fluorescent granules principally in the cell body ( Figure 1A inset, arrow), indicating that the tracer is sequestered in an internal compartment, presumably lysosomes (Vercelli et al., 2000) . When the cell is briefly exposed ‫02-1ف(‬ s) to epifluorescent illumination, the distinct granules disappear and the entire dendritic tree becomes intensely and uniformly fluorescent ( Figure 1A and see Supplemental Movie at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/ full/37/1/15/DC1). The process of photodynamic staining can be followed over time with more precision in cells in which tracer granules are also present in the proximal dendrites ( Figures 1B-1E ). In this case, it is possible to place the plane of focus precisely on the dendritic tree and capture sequential high-resolution images during the photostaining process. Within a few seconds of light exposure, the fluorescent granules grow brighter and appear to suddenly burst ( Figures  1B-1E, insets) , the intensity of the fluorescence increases greatly, and dye can be observed diffusing throughout the dendritic cytoplasm ( Figures 1C-1E ). Despite the diffusion of dye within the dendritic tree, a clear and dramatic many-fold increase in fluorescence can be observed as the photoreaction proceeds over the course of several seconds. The seemingly paradoxical increase in fluorescence intensity is probably explained dendrite (arrow). After ‫01ف‬ s of light exposure, the plane of focus was shifted to the inner plexiform layer (IPL); the finest branches of the cell's dendritic tree appear completely stained and the intensity of the rhodamine fluorescence in the cell body has increased greatly (arrow). Scale bar equals 50 m in main image and 25 m in inset. by the photochemical process referred to as "selfterns ( Figure 3B ), together with subtle changes in depth of dendritic stratification ( Figures 3C and 3D ), are feaquenching" and will be considered further in the Discussion.
tures that are critical for distinguishing among ganglion cell types. For example, the delicate and subtle dendritic By varying the amount of retinal surface that is exposed to light, it is possible to photostain single cells, branching pattern, spines, and bistratification that distinguish the color opponent small bistratified cell type small clusters of cells, or very large patches of retrogradely labeled cells in a controlled way. Groups of ( Figures 3C and 3D ) from the nonopponent parasol cell type ( Figures 3A-3B ) are easily appreciated in vitro after labeled neurons can be photostained by exposing larger fields using lower-magnification optics (Figures 2A-2D) .
photostaining. There also appears to be some correlation between the rapidity of photostaining and the intensity of retrograde Photostaining Reveals Extreme Cell Type Diversity in the Retinogeniculate Pathway label. Thus, the most intensely labeled neurons photostain completely after a very brief exposure ‫1ف(‬ s), Photostaining of ganglion cells retrogradely labeled from tracer injections made into the LGN revealed a whereas other more lightly labeled cells may require 10-20 s to initiate photostaining. level of complexity not previously appreciated in the retinogeniculate pathway of a primate. Previously unrecThe great increase in fluorescence intensity that occurs at the liberation of the fluorophore permits even ognized cell types were identified in vitro by characteristics of dendritic morphology. At least eight morphologithe finest details of the dendritic structure of photostained cells to be observed in vitro (Figures 3A-3D) .
cally distinct ganglion cell types, in addition to those types that have been recognized classically by other Fine dendritic spines, appendages, and branching pat- , 1988, 1990, 1994) . gorically by depth of dendritic stratification; stratification depth covaried with other properties such as denThe photodynamic reaction does not appear to alter or degrade physiological activity as significant time passes dritic field diameter or branch density to generate an overall picture of the new cell types and to provide the after photostaining. Cells recorded from long periods maintained a consistent light response; the parasol cell basis for continued anatomical study ( Figure 4D ) and the addition of any further types. As will be discussed in Figure 5 , for example, was recorded intracellularly for ‫2ف‬ hr and we found no change in the quality of the below, initial intracellular recordings from several of these types reveal equally characteristic physiological intracellular physiology. Beyond the parasol ganglion cells, several other ganproperties.
glion cell types illustrated in Figure 4 have been recorded, revealing a further correspondence of dendritic Intracellular Recording from Photostained Cells: Morphology Correlates with Physiology morphology with specific physiological properties not previously described for the retinogeniculate pathway. In addition to the preservation of dendritic morphology after photostaining, we found the physiological properOne dramatic example is the large field bistratified ganglion cell type whose dendrites costratify with the small ties of these cells also to be well maintained. Photostained ganglion cells in our preparation exhibit light bistratified cell type ( Figure 5E Figure 4D ). By we have described in retrogradely labeled retinal gancontrast, the large bistratified cell has a correspondingly glion cells can be applied to other projection neurons larger receptive field than the small bistratified cell, conin other types of in vitro preparations. We tested this by sistent with the difference in dendritic field diameter making biotinylated rhodamine dextran injections into between the two cell types ( Figure 4C) quenched upon illumination. The morphology of biotin-labeled cells recovered folCell damage from overexposure to epifluorescent illulowing in vitro photostaining has a delicate quality with mination is a concern in all tissue preparations that use even the very finest dendritic structures clearly visible fluorescent markers. To prevent cell damage from over-( Figures 7A and 7B ). The ability to photostain and reexposure, in vitro photostaining can easily be monitored cover the morphology of large numbers of cells provides through the microscope objective. We have found that an excellent tool for obtaining key features of a cell type strongly labeled cells exposed for a few seconds-just that are only discernable when the entire population of enough illumination to begin photostaining-will often cells that comprise the type is revealed (Vaney, 1990) . continue filling without further illumination. That is, one For example, spatial density, cell to cell spacing, and can observe the burst of fluorescence in the soma and dendro-dendritic interactions are all population features the beginning of tracer filling in the proximal dendrites, of functional significance. After photostaining, the spaturn the light off, wait ‫02-01ف‬ s, then turn the light on tial densities and dendritic overlap of neighboring cells, and see the entire dendritic tree strongly labeled. In our as well as the arrangement of differently stratifying pairs experience, rhodamine dextran-labeled cells completely of cells, can easily be determined ( Figure 7C ). One of photostain using far less illumination than required to the most useful features of acquiring detailed anatomy produce observable cell damage. in vitro is to generate hypotheses that can be tested by designing appropriate visual stimuli. For example, in one Discussion population of retrogradely labeled cells we observed dendritic branching, stratification, and unique patterns
The rhodamine-based photodynamic intracellular stainof dendritic fasciculation characteristic of ON directioning described here has novel advantages for the study selective cells previously identified in the rabbit retina of nervous system organization. First, on the purely ana-( Figure 7D ; He and Masland, 1998); it thus becomes of tomical side, the detailed morphology of large numbers critical importance to use directional stimuli to test the of neurons can be rapidly acquired and the distinctive hypothesis that these cells correspond to a primate dimorphological features of entire cell populations can be characterized. In the case of the macaque retina, the rectionally selective ganglion cell type. spatial densities and geometric arrangements of distinct cell types revealed here is also entirely consistent with the growing understanding of the overall diversity of ganglion cell types are needed to build a picture of the synaptic organization and function of retinal microcirganglion cell populations in other mammals. Thus, the emerging picture of the total number of ganglion cell cuitry (e.g., Sterling, 1998 in the cytoplasm of ganglion cells that have been retrophotodynamic effect in vitro is distinct from PDT in that the cellular changes are not obviously cytotoxic; photogradely labeled with rhodamine. The rhodamine dextran conjugate is sequestered in an internal compartment in stained ganglion cells continue to display normal morphology and show the expected light responsiveness the cell body. We propose that photoexcitation of the fluorophore leads to the creation of reactive oxygen and receptive field properties when recorded intracellularly. This benign effect of the photoreaction may be species which in turn damage the cellular structure that is locally concentrating the fluorophore-thus, the strikdue to tetramethylrhodamine, the form of rhodamine used in the dextran conjugate, being an inherently ing firework-like display that leads to the liberation and diffusion of the fluorophore within the cytoplasm. The weaker photosensitizer than the dyes used in PDT (Gan- , which is thought to be a less cytotoxic site for photosensitizer activity than the subcellular sites usually targeted in PDT-typically mitochondria or the plasma membrane. The apparent paradoxical increase in fluorescence throughout the cell as the fluorophore diffuses down a concentration gradient can also be explained by the known chemistry of fluorescent systems. In dilute solutions, fluorescence is proportional to dye molecule concentration, but if concentrations reach millimolar levels, "self-quenching" of the fluorescence occurs due to interactions among the fluorophore molecules. Selfquenching is usually a phenomenon to be avoided. However, the reverse effect-the great increase in fluorescence after intracellular release of a trapped fluorescent probe sequestered at high concentrations-has been 
